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Abstract. This study aims to understand the convergences and divergences between the social representations
associated with the different terms used to designate sparkling wine in Brazil and in France. For this purpose,
we carried a verbal association task to collect the social representation content in Brazil and France. It was
word inductor in Brazil: sparkling wine, sparkling wine moscatel, cider, and Champagne. In France, sparkling
wine, pétillant wine, crémant wine, and Champagne. There are common terms used to designate sparkling
wine that still confuses consumers. The data was analyzed by ascending hierarchical cluster analysis and
presented by a dendrogram. This method evidences the dissimilarity between inductors. The results present on
a major cluster with all sparkling wines and another with the Brazilian inductor cider. After, we have also the
Brazilian inductor moscatel separated, and show a close similarity between French inductors, Champagne and
sparkling wine. Even with it being an exploratory research, the results show start to explain the convergences
in the French context, due probably to the long history of these products. On the other side, in Brazil, the
divergence, principally with cider and moscatel, that are recent in the Brazilian market, compared to sparkling
wine and Champagne.

1. Introduction
Originating from an error of conservation of wine, the
sparkling wine has become an important product of the
world wine sector. The Champagne, leader of sparkling
wine [1], sometimes considered as a category apart .[2],
since its origin, about 1700, has become a known product
in celebrations, festivities, end-of-year parties and luxury
[3]. Moreover, sparkling wine consumption has ganged
marketplace over the word. Consumption variation was
32% in value (euros) and 36% in quantity [4]. In other
cases, non-traditional products have also gained market
importance. This is the case of sparkling wine “moscatel”
in Brazil [5, 6] and “Crémants” in France, which are more
accessible wine accessible [7].
However, in France consumers use many designations
to sparkling wine – mousseux, pétillant, Champagne,
Crémant and other local names. Nevertheless, some terms
have a pejorative connotation, as a sparkling inferior
to Champagne [8]. So effervescent, sparkling (pétillant),
Crémant or Champagne are preferred [9].
In Brazil, beyond the term sparkling – espumante –
Champagne is very often used to designate effervescent
beverages. As sparkling wine, but also cider, an
effervescent of apple.
This is a common confusion between Brazilian
consumers, due to the general term employed, “sparkling”.
A booklet has made by the Brazilian wine sector
representative (IBRAVIN – Brazilian Institute of wine) to
a
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explain these differences between terms and the sparkling
products. According to the IBRAVIN, sparkling wine is
just products from the first or second fermentation of
grape that produce natural bubbles [10]. However, cider,
fermented of fruits, mix alcoholic beverages, soft drink is
not considered as sparkling wine. As we can see on the
federal low n. 7.678 [11].
As in Brazil, effervescent is a general term used
to designate sparkling wines in France [12]. Also, the
European Union regulates the production and the terms
used to designate sparkling wine [13] to avoid abusive
practices against consumers. Due to these many concepts
of sparkling wines and “sparkling” products, consumers
have different perceptions about this product. In some
cases, uncertain perceptions, like cider, or what is really
sparkling wine.
A beverage to celebrate and to social purposes [14],
sparkling wine is present in many countries and could have
different representations or purposes. This symbolic side
of sparkling wine is a characteristic of wine in general. Is
a product of conviviality and part of the French identity,
i.e. [15].
As well as wine, sparkling wine could be considered
as a cultural object. In this way, that are cultural and
social practices around their consumption. These practices
can be evidenced by their social representations [16].
Thereby, social representations are beliefs constructed and
maintained socially, which are shared by individuals in
the same social group [17]. It is a form of practical
knowledge, that contribute to constructing a common
reality in a specific group [18]. There is influenced by
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2.3. Data analysis

Table 1. Distribution of participants by age.
Age

20–29

30–39

40–49

>50

Brazil

94

66

20

31

France

56

20

19

45

The words and expressions collected were lemmatized
and categorized, using the semantic contextualization of
words [24] to perform an ascending hierarchical cluster
analysis [22, 25–27] to compare the word dictionary for
each inductor and have the similarity and dissimilarity
between then see: [27]. That aim is to compare the
proximity of the inductors, have the proximity and
distances between the different dictionaries [22] in Brazil
and in France.
The results are visually presented in a dendrogram
[28, 29]. The dendrogram enables to observe the similarity
rates [27].

the social context to satisfy a social point of view, group
identity and sense of social differentiation [19]. Its content
emerges from history and culture [20]. In this way, social
representations are social knowledge that have a group
relation importance, influenced by the culture and history
of some group [18].
Taking the cultural and social differences between
Brazil and France, sparkling wine can have different
representations associated. This could be due to the origin
of wine into both countries. Brazil is a new word wine
while France is an old word wine. New word wine
has a new relationship with wine, in an innovative way,
in opposition to old word wine, as France, is more
conservative and keep traditions [21].
Considering these differences and that social representations is universal, but the object of representation, such
as wine, varies according to the culture [16] the objective
of this study is understanding the convergences and
divergences between the social representations associated
to the different terms used to designate sparkling wine in
Brazil and in France.

3. Results
We compared by hierarchical cluster analysis the
dissimilarity between the eight-word dictionaries, four in
which country, having the Euclidean distances between
which inductor. Respondents were grouped according to
the inductor that was assigned to them. The results are
visually presented by a dendrogram that presents the
similarity by a single linkage between the 8 variables
(inductors), being 1 to 4, Brazilians inductors, and 5 to 8,
French inductors.
The matrix of dissimilarity between the means of
the eight inductors is given in Table 2, as well as the
means and standard deviations. The visual representation
of the differences is given by the dendrogram of Euclidean
distances in Fig. 1.
The comparison between dictionaries is taken from the
words associated in each one of the inductors. These were
assigned one for each participant randomly. The average
shows the number of repetitions of the terms for each
inductor. The terms evoked by the respondents received 1
and the remainder 0. The respondents were then separated
by the inductor that they received and then we averaged the
responses.
To analyse the dissimilarity, we were interested in
differences by country. 1–4 is about Brazilians inductors
and 5–8 French inductors. In Brazil, the biggest difference
is between Champagne and Cider, and the smallest is
between Champagne and “espumante”, but as well as
between “espumante” and “moscatel”. France has a small
difference between inductors. The smallest is between
champagne and “mousseux” (22.9), and the biggest
between “crémant” and “pétillant” (36.3). If we compare
France and Brazil, we have the smallest difference between
“mousseux” and “espumante” (32.5), and the biggest
between “vin pétillant” and “cider” (49.3). The biggest
dissimilarity is seen in Brazil, with Champagne to Cider
(53.5), and to moscatel (48.2).
Figure 1 present visually the differences between
Brazilians and French inductors. To start, we have two
clusters, one formed by all sparkling wines in Brazil and
France and the last one with just Brazilian inductor cider.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Three hundred fifteen-one individuals participated in
this study. 211 Brazilians (148 women, Mage = 29.43,
S D = 10.63) and 140 French (102 women, Mage =
33.78, S D = 13.00) (see Table 1), most respondents drink
wine regularity or occasionally and rather occasionally
sparkling wine. Participants proved age, country of origin
and sociodemographic information. Respondents born in
other countries then Brazil and France were disqualified
from the study.
2.2. Procedure
Participants were invited in Facebook groups in a snowball
sampling to an online questionnaire in French and
Brazilian Portuguese. From a methodological point of
view, the representational study is conducted by means
of a verbal association task [22]. Participants were asked
to produce four words or expressions that coming in
their mind when we randomly presented one of the
four words inductors. In Brazil, the word inductors
were: “vinho espumante”, “espumante moscatel”, “Cider”,
and “Champagne”. In France, the word inductors were:
“vin mousseux”, “vin pétillant”, “vin crémant”, and
“Champagne”.
Completing the verbal association task, participants
were invited to rank their answers following an instruction
of importance-ranking. Then, they provided the meaning
of the words associated with a semantic contextualization.
This task facilitates lemmatization and categorization
[23, 24]. Finally, participants completed a sociodemographic and consumption habitus questionnaire.

4. Discussions
This research aims to understand the convergences and
divergences between the social representations of different
terms to designate sparkling wine in Brazil and in
France. We employed hierarchical cluster analysis in social
2
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Table 2. Similarity matrix (Euclidean distances coefficient matrix) based on the mean relevance of eight inductors of sparkling wine in
Brazil and France.
M

S.D.

1

2

3

4

1 – Sparkling Wine (BR)

4.57

4.65

–

2 – Moscatel Sparkling wine (BR)

4.11

5.57

35.2

–

3 – Cider (BR)

4.64

6.00

45.8

42.9

–

4 – Champagne (BR)

5.00

6.51

31.9

48.2

53.5

5

6

7

8

–

5 – Sparkling wine (mousseux) (FR)

2.97

3.03

29.8

39.8

41.7

43.5

–

6 – Sparkling wine (pétillant) (FR)

3.52

5.84

32.9

46.7

49.3

45.6

30.8

–

7 – Crémant Wine (FR)

3.40

5.06

41.6

45.0

45.7

41.8

30.3

36.3

–

8 – Champagne (FR)

2.07

3.29

30.3

38.2

43.6

36.7

22.9

31.0

29.2

–

BR – Brazilians inductors; FR – French inductors.

Tree Diagram for 8 Variables
Single Linkage
Euclidean distances

1 - Sparkling wine(BR)
5 - Sparkling wine (FR)
8 - Champagne (FR)
7 - Crémant (FR)
6 - Pétillant (FR)
4 - Champagne (BR)
2 - Moscatel (BR)
3 - Cider (BR)

20

25

30

35

40

45

Linkage Distance

Figure 1. Dendrogram of ascending hierarchical cluster analysis.

representation theory [27] to understand the dissimilarity
between the eight inductors, four in Brazil and four in
France. This is an exploratory study about the social
representations and the social role of sparkling wine in
both countries. We used four inductors in Brazil that
designate sparkling wine – in Brazilian Portuguese: vinho
espumante, espumante moscatel, sidra, and Champagne.
And four inductors in France: vin mousseux, vin pétillant,
vin crémant et Champagne.
These word inductors are currently used by consumers
to designate sparkling wine in both countries. We used
them to collect the content of social representations of this
object.
From the ascending hierarchical cluster analysis, we
can identify first two clusters. The first with the Brazilian
inductor cider and the second one with the other sparkling
wine. It is important to note that cider is the only inductor
that is not considered as a sparkling wine. That is a
fermented beverage produced from apple. In the same way,
is a sweet and popular product in Brazil. Inside the second
cluster, we have the other sparkling wine and subclusters.
The closest is sparkling wine (mousseux) and champagne
in France, having also a similarity with sparkling wine in

Brazil and Crémant. Sparkling wine moscatel, champagne
in Brazil, and pétillant (sparkling wine in France) is also
close to this principal cluster.
Such as cider, the moscatel is also a sweet product
and sometimes see as a product to beginners. In the
case of France, event pétillant being a synonymy of
sparkling wine in France, it has differences across then.
In another side, Champagne that is often considered a
separate category [2], form a cluster with sparkling wine
in France. Furthermore, Crément wine is also part of this
cluster. This proximity of Champagne and sparkling wine
goes in discordance with the theory. Normally, sparkling
wine as a pejorative connotation [8].
This similarity can be due to the origin of sparkling
wine and the importance of Champagne to this product in
France. Champagne is also an important product in Brazil,
but that is not the same origin. In another side, Brazilian
consumers start to have more knowledge and consume
more [5]. However, Champagne remains a prestigious
product because of his reputation [2, 30]. In this sense,
results show that in France, a traditional wine producer and
consumer have a small dissimilarity between inductors.
In Brazil, Champagne to cider and moscatel have the
3
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biggest dissimilarity, that could be explained by their
emergence and social group belonging. Both products have
different origin, such as cider, since the XX century, that
can be considered recent in the Brazilian market [31].
The sparkling wine moscatel is also new on the Brazilian
market [6], that could explain the differences between the
inductors.
Nevertheless, it is an exploratory research that shows
the first results of a study of social representations. It does
not show yet the content of social representations and how
is organized. It suggested to analyzing the content more
precisely to understand the anchoring and objectification
of the social representation [29, 32, 33] of sparkling wine
in Brazil and in France.
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